### Editorial Calendar

Communication Arts publishes six issues a year and is widely recognized by readers and advertisers alike as the top reference tool for creative visual communications worldwide.

#### 2021 Typography Annual
- **Insertion Orders Due**: October 30, 2020
- **Ad Materials Due**: November 6, 2020
- **Publication Mails On Sale**: December 14, 2020
- **Supplemental Copy Due**: February 6, 2021

**Featured Annual Competition Winners**
Showcases the best use of typography in design and advertising, plus new typeface designs, calligraphy and handlettering. Categories include Collateral, Packaging, Media, Motion, Environmental and Unpublished/Experimental.

#### 2021 Interactive Annual
- **Insertion Orders Due**: October 30, 2020
- **Ad Materials Due**: November 6, 2020
- **Publication Mails On Sale**: December 14, 2020

**In-Depth Profiles and Special Features**
- Illustrator Stina Persson, photographer Kiliii Yuyan, design firm Pearfisher; Three indie agencies.
- CA @ 60 Collector's Edition; Historical Timeline; Creative Pioneers; 5th Annual Student Showcase; 25-year overview of interactive design.
- Fabio Ongarato Design; ad agency Mistress; photographer Driley S.; experiential firm Leviathan; 60-year overview of illustration.
- Design firm Strahl; ad agency Solve; illustrator Tatsuro Kiuchi; innovation studio Deeplocal; 60-year overview of typography.
- Illustrator Advertising agency Interactive firm Photographer 60-year overview of graphic design.

#### 2021 Photography Annual
- **Insertion Orders Due**: October 30, 2020
- **Ad Materials Due**: November 6, 2020
- **Publication Mails On Sale**: December 14, 2020

**In-Depth Profiles and Special Features**
- Fresh: Inspirational work sampled from the portfolios of three emerging talents.
- Exhibit: A gallery showcasing exceptional recent projects across a broad range of creative visual communication.
- Departments: Editor’s Column with commentary by competition juries, Favorite recommendations from creatives, Book Reviews, Insights from influential practitioners, Overheard Quotes, plus a complete directory with contact information for all firms and individuals featured in the issue.

#### 2021 Design Annual
- **Insertion Orders Due**: October 30, 2020
- **Ad Materials Due**: November 6, 2020
- **Publication Mails On Sale**: December 14, 2020

**In-Depth Profiles and Special Features**
- Fresh: Inspirational work sampled from the portfolios of three emerging talents.
- Exhibit: A gallery showcasing exceptional recent projects across a broad range of creative visual communication.
- Departments: Editor’s Column with commentary by competition juries, Favorite recommendations from creatives, Book Reviews, Insights from influential practitioners, Overheard Quotes, plus a complete directory with contact information for all firms and individuals featured in the issue.

#### 2021 Unpublished/Experimental
- **Insertion Orders Due**: October 30, 2020
- **Ad Materials Due**: November 6, 2020
- **Publication Mails On Sale**: December 14, 2020

**In-Depth Profiles and Special Features**
- Fresh: Inspirational work sampled from the portfolios of three emerging talents.
- Exhibit: A gallery showcasing exceptional recent projects across a broad range of creative visual communication.
- Departments: Editor’s Column with commentary by competition juries, Favorite recommendations from creatives, Book Reviews, Insights from influential practitioners, Overheard Quotes, plus a complete directory with contact information for all firms and individuals featured in the issue.

#### 2021 Advertising Annual
- **Insertion Orders Due**: October 30, 2020
- **Ad Materials Due**: November 6, 2020
- **Publication Mails On Sale**: December 14, 2020

**In-Depth Profiles and Special Features**
- Fresh: Inspirational work sampled from the portfolios of three emerging talents.
- Exhibit: A gallery showcasing exceptional recent projects across a broad range of creative visual communication.
- Departments: Editor’s Column with commentary by competition juries, Favorite recommendations from creatives, Book Reviews, Insights from influential practitioners, Overheard Quotes, plus a complete directory with contact information for all firms and individuals featured in the issue.